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Abstract—Deployment of multi-hop network of unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAVs) acting as flying base stations (FlyBSs)
presents a remarkable potential to effectively enhance the per-
formance of wireless networks. Such potential enhancement,
however, relies on an efficient positioning of the FlyBSs as well
as a management of resources. In this paper, we study the
problem of sum capacity maximization in an extended model for
mobile networks where multiple FlyBSs are deployed between
the ground base station and the users. Due to an inclusion of
multiple hops, the existing solutions for two-hop networks cannot
be applied due to the incurred backhaul constraints for each
hop. To this end, we propose an analytical approach based on
an alternating optimization of the FlyBSs’ 3D positions as well
as the association of the users to the FlyBSs over time. The
proposed optimization is provided under practical constraints on
the FlyBS’s flying speed and altitude as well as the constraints
on the achievable capacity at the backhaul link. The proposed
solution is of a low complexity and extends the sum capacity by
23%-38% comparing to state-of-the-art solutions.

Index Terms—Flying base station, wireless backhaul, relaying,
sum capacity, mobile users, mobile networks, 6G.

I. INTRODUCTION

Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) have attracted an abun-
dance of research interest in wireless communications in the
last few years thanks to their high mobility and adaptability to
the environment. Deployed as flying base stations (FlyBSs),
UAVs can potentially bring a great improvement in applica-
tions such as surveillance, emergency situations, or providing
user’s coverage in areas with unreliable connectivity [1], [2],
[3],[4]. Several challenges exist to enable an effective use
of FlyBSs, including an efficient cooperation between the
FlyBSs’ via a management of the resources as well as FlyBSs’
positioning. An important case with cooperative FlyBSs is
relaying networks where FlyBSs either serve the ground users
directly (access link) or relay the data to establish a connection
between the users and the ground base station (GBS).

Several recent works target enhancing the performance
in networks with relaying FlyBSs. With respect to those
works only focusing on the communication at the access
link, relaying networks necessitate to consider the backhaul

This work was supported by the project No. LTT 20004 funded by Ministry
of Education, Youth and Sports, Czech Republic and by the grant of Czech
Technical University in Prague No. SGS20/169/OHK3/3T/13, and partially
by the HUAWEI France supported Chair on Future Wireless Networks at
EURECOM.

link connecting the users to the GBS. In particular, flow
conservation constraints apply at each relay node to ensure
a sufficient backhaul capacity for the fronthaul link. The basic
model for relaying FlyBS networks is a two-hop architecture
where all FlyBSs directly serve users at the access link and
also connect directly to the GBS via the backhaul link. A
majority of recent works target an enhancement in two-hop
relaying networks with a consideration of backhaul.

The problem of resource allocation and FlyBS’s positioning
is considered in many works targeting various objectives, in-
cluding optimization of minimum rate for delay-tolerant users
[5], energy consumption [6], network profit gained from users
[7], sum capacity [8], network latency [9]. The mentioned
works [5]-[9] consider a single FlyBS, and an application of
those works to multiple-FlyBS scenario is not trivial.

Several works also consider multiple FlyBSs in two-hop
relaying networks. In [10] the authors study a joint place-
ment, resource allocation, and user association of FlyBSs
to maximize the network’s utility. Furthermore, the authors
in [11] maximize the sum capacity via FlyBS’s positioning,
user association, and transmission power allocation. In [12]
the minimum rate of the users is maximized via resource
allocation and positioning in wireless backhaul networks.
Furthermore, the authors in [13] investigate an optimization
the FlyBS’s position, user association, and resource allocation,
to maximize the utility in software-defined cellular networks
with wireless backhaul. Due to the introduced flow conser-
vation constraints, an extension of studies/solutions on two-
hop FlyBS networks to higher number of hops is often not
simple or straightforward. There are quite a limited number of
works that consider relaying FlyBSs in networks with more
than two hops. In [14] the minimum downlink throughput is
maximized by optimizing the FlyBSs’ positioning, bandwidth,
and power allocation. The provided solution, however, does
not address interference management as orthogonal transmis-
sions is assumed. Furthermore, the FlyBSs’ altitude is not
optimized. Then, in [15] the number of FlyBSs is optimized
while ensuring both coverage to all ground users as well as
backhaul connectivity to a terrestrial base station. The authors
in [16] investigate an interference management scheme based
on machine learning and a positioning based on K-means to
mitigate interference and FlyBSs’ power consumption.

In the view of existing works on relaying FlyBS networks,
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we are motivated to take one step forward and to address
a maximization of sum capacity via a placement of FlyBSs
and an association of users in a multi-hop relaying FlyBS
architecture where the FlyBSs serving the users at the access
link connect to a GBS via another relaying FlyBS. Such an
extension from two-hop model would allow a vaster range
of user coverage to connect more remote users to the GBS.
Unlike the most of related works, in our model, also the
GBS and the relay are allowed to serve the users directly.
In contrast to most of related works, a reuse of channels from
the access link is enabled to establish the backhaul connection.
The solution is provided under backhaul constraints.

The main contribution of this paper is explained as follow.
We provide a framework based on a multi-hop FlyBS wireless
network where the FlyBSs at the access link communicate with
a ground base station through a relaying FlyBS. We formulate
the network’s sum capacity with a consideration of channel
resue for the backhaul link. We formulate the problem of sum
capacity maximization via an association of the users and a
positioning of the FlyBSs at the access link and the relay. In
our model, a direct serving of the users by the relaying FlyBS
as well as by the GBS is also possible. A heuristic iterative
solution is proposed based on an alternating optimization of
the FlyBSs’ positions at the access link, FlyBS’s position at
the relay, and then a reassociation of the users to the FlyBSs.
An approximation of the sum capacity is proposed to derive
a radial function to determine the FlyBSs’ optimal directions
of movement in the proposed iterative positioning.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II
we elaborate the system model for multi-hop FlyBS network.
Next, the problem of sum capacity maximization is formulated
and our proposed solution to the FlyBS’s positioning and user
association is provided in Section III. Then, in section IV,
we specify our adopted simulation scenario and we show the
performance of our proposed solution and we compare it with
existing works. Last, we conclude the paper and outline the
potential extensions for the future work.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section, we define the system model and provide
details about transmission power and channel capacity.

We consider a set of M FlyBSs and a ground base station
(GBS) serving N ground users. M − 1 of those FlyBSs
serve at the access link. The backhaul communication between
those M − 1 FlyBSs and the GBS is established via an
intermediate relay FlyBS. Fig. 1 illustrates the adopted model.
Let Q = {q1, . . . , qM} be the set of the FlyBS’s positions
where qm[k] =[Xm[k], Ym[k], Hm[k]]T denote the location
of the m-th FlyBS at the time step k (1 ≤ m ≤ M),
where the index m = M indicates the relay. Let qM+1 =
[XM+1, YM+1, HM+1]T denote the GBS’s position. Next, let
dm1,m2

[k] denote the Euclidean distance between the m1-
th and m2-th BSs’ receivers (we use the general term BS
when referring to both GBS and FlyBSs). Furthermore, let
vi[k] =[xn[k], yn[k], zn[k]]T denote the coordinates of the n-
th ground user at the time step k. Then, dn,m[k] denotes

Figure 1: System model with the FlyBSs at the access link,
relaying FlyBS, and the GBS serving moving users.

Euclidean distance of the n-th user to the m-th BS. As in
many related works, we assume that the current positions
of the users are known to the BSs. Also, the FlyBSs can
determine their own position [8], [10], [14], [18]. Let A =
(an,m) ∈ {0, 1}N×(M+1)be the association matrix where
an,m =1 indicates an association of the n-th user to the m-th
BS. Note that the users can be directly served by the relay or
the GBS as well. Every user cannot be associated to more than
one BS. Also, we assume the whole radio band is divided into
the set of channels L = {l1, . . . , lC}, where channel lc has a
bandwidth of Bc (1 ≤ c ≤ C). Note that the channels can
be of different bandwidth in our model. We adopt orthogonal
downlink channel allocation for all users associated to the
same BS. Furthermore, let gn be the index of the channel
allocated to the n-th user. Also, we assume IM and IM+1

denote the set of indices of channels allocated to the users
served by the relay and by the GBS, respectively. Also, let
IM,m be the set of channels’ indices used between the relay
and the m-th FlyBS at the access link. The relay communicates
with users and other FlyBSs using orthogonal channels. Note
that, we do not target an optimization of channel allocation due
to space limit, and we leave that for future work. Nevertheless,
our model works with any channel allocation.

The received power from the m-th FlyBS at the n-th user
is denoted as pRn,m and calculated as:

pRn,m = Γn,m(
γ

γ + 1
hn +

1

γ + 1
h̃n)d

−αn,m
n,m = Qn,md

−αn,m
n,m , (1)

where Γn,m is a parameter depending on communication
frequency and gain of antennas. Furthermore, γ is the Ri-
cian fading factor, hn is the line-of-sight (LoS) component
satisfying |hn| =1, and h̃n denotes the non-line-of-sight
(NLoS) component satisfying h̃n ∼ CN(0, 1), and αn,m is
the pathloss exponent. Note that the coefficient Γn,m( γ

γ+1hn+
1

γ+1 h̃n)d
−αn,m
n,m is substituted with Qn,m for an ease of presen-

tation in later discussions. Similar relation applies for backhaul
link as pRm1,m2,k

=Qm1,m2,kd
−αm1,m2
m1,m2 where pRm1,m2,k

is the
received power at m1-th BS from m2-th BS over k-th channel.

The downlink capacity of the n-th user is calculated as

Cn,m = an,mBgn log2(1 +
pRn,m

σ2
n,m +

∑
m′∈{an,m′=0} p

R
n,m′

) (2)
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where σ2
n,m is the noise power. Next, the capacity between

the relay and the m-th FlyBS is

CM,m =
∑

k∈Im,M

Bklog2(1 +
pRm,M,k

σ2
m,M,k +

∑
m′∈[1,M+1]\{M}

pRm,m′,k

)

(3)

Also, the link’s capacity between the GBS and the relay is

CM+1,M =
∑

k∈[1,K]\IM+1

Bklog2(1 +
pRM,M+1,k

σ2
M,M+1,k +

∑M−1
m=1 p

R
M,m,k

)

(4)

In the next section we formulate the problem of sum
capacity maximization and we elaborate our proposed solution.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND PROPOSED FLYBS
POSITIONING AND USER ASSOCIATION

In this section, we first introduce the problem of sum capac-
ity maximization. Then, we outline our proposed optimization
of user association and FlyBS’s positioning.

A. Problem Formulation

The objective is to find a 3D positioning of the FlyBSs as
well as an association of users to the BSs (including GBS
and relay) to maximize the sum capacity at every time step k
while constraints on the FlyBSs’ altitude and speed as well as
on backhaul are taken into account. Hence, we formulate the
problem of the sum capacity maximization as follows:

max
Q,A

M∑
m=1

N∑
n=1

an,mCn,m[k], ∀k (5)

s.t. Hmin,m[k] ≤ Hm[k] ≤ Hmax,m[k], (5a)

VF,m[k] ≤ V maxm , ∀m ∈ [1,M ] (5b)
N∑
n=1

an,mCn,m[k] ≤ CM,m[k],m ∈ [1,M − 1] (5c)
M−1∑
m=1

CM,m[k] ≤ CM+1,M [k], (5d)

an,m[k] ∈ {0, 1},
M+1∑
m=1

an,m[k] ≤ 1, (5e)
N∑
n=1

an,m[k] ≤ C, ∀m ∈ [1,M − 1] (5f)
N∑
n=1

an,m[k] ≤ |Im|, ∀m ∈ {M,M + 1}, (5g)

where Hmin,m and Hmax,m denote the minimum and maxi-
mum flying altitude of the m-th FlyBS, respectively, and are
determined with respect to the topology of the environment
and the flying regulations. Furthermore, V maxm is the m-th
FlyBS’s maximum supported speed. The constraints (5a) and
(5b) always ensures a flight within the allowed range of
altitude and speed, respectively. The constraint (5c) guarantees
that the backhaul link’s capacity between each FlyBS at the
access link and the relay is larger than the sum downlink
capacity of that FlyBS, and the constraint (5d) implies that
the capacity of the GBS-to-relay link is larger than the
sum capacity for the links between relay and FlyBSs at the

access link. The constraint (5e) indicates that each user is not
associated to more than one BS, and the constraints (5f) and
(5g) ensure that the number of users associated to each BS
cannot exceed the number of channels allocated to each BS.

Challenges regarding the optimization problem in (5) in-
clude: 1) the sum capacity function is non-convex with respect
to the FlyBSs’ positions (i.e., qm, m ∈ [1,M ]), 2) the
constraints (5c) and (5d) are non-convex with respect to the
FlyBSs’ positions, and 3) the discrete association function
A in (5) makes the optimization problem non-tractable. To
tackle the challenges mentioned above we propose a heuris-
tic solution by the means of approximation and based on
converting the objective to a radial function to determine
FlyBSs’ movement towards an increase in the sum capacity.
Then, the proposed solution to (5) is provided based on an
alternating optimization of the FlyBSs’ positions at the access
link, relay’s position, and user association. In particular, for
a given user association, we propose an iterative approach
based on an optimization of positioning of the FlyBSs at the
access link under the constraint on their backhaul link and
other constraints on their movement. Then, a positioning of
the relay is proposed under the constraint on backhaul links
between the relay and other BSs. Then, a reassociation of the
users to BSs at their updated positions is applied.

B. Approximation of sum capacity as radial function

To proceed with the solution, we first propose and derive
an approximation of the objective (sum capacity)that converts
the objective to a radial function indicating the direction of
movement for all FlyBSs to maximize the sum capacity. To
begin with, we rewrite the logarithm term in (2) using (1) as

log2(1 +

Qn,m
σ2
n,m

d
−αn,m
n,m

1 +
∑
m′∈{an,m′=0}

Qn,m′
σ2
n,m

d
−αn,m′
n,m′

) = log2(1+

Qn,m
σ2
n,m

(d2n,m)−
αn,m

2 +
∑

m′∈{an,m′=0}

Qn,m′

σ2
n,m

(d2n,m′)−
α
n,m′
2 )

−log2(1 +
∑

m′∈{an,m′=0}

Qn,m′

σ2
n,m

(d2n,m′)−
α
n,m′
2 ). (6)

Then, we use the first-order Taylor approximation log2(1 +
X) ≈ X

log(2) to expand the logarithm terms on the right-hand
side in (6) and we get a linear expression with respect to
(d2n,m)−

αn,m
2 . Next, we rewrite the term (d2n,m)−

αn,m
2 as

(Ψ2 + ((Xm − xn)2 + (Ym − yn)2 + (Hm − zn)2) − Ψ2)−
αn,m

2 ,
(7)

where Ψ is an arbitrary nonzero constant used to expand
(7) as follows. The right-hand side in (7) is in the form of
(a + χ)k where k =

αn,m
2 , a = Ψ2, and χ = ((Xm −

xn)2 + (Ym − yn)2 + (Hm − zn)2 − Ψ2). Using the first-
order Taylor approximation with respect to χ, (7) is converted
to a summation of linear terms with respect to χ. Next,
suing the equation

∑N
n=1 βn(Xm−xn)2 = (

∑N
n=1 βn)(Xm−∑N

n=1 βnxn∑N
n=1 βn

)2+(
∑N
n=1 βnx

2
n−

(
∑N
n=1 βnxn)

2∑N
n=1 βn

) for any weighted
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sum of squares (here shown only for Xm), the sum capacity
can be approximated as

N∑
n=1

Cn,m[k] ≈ ζ[k]−
∑

1≤m≤M

ρm||qm[k]− q0,m[k]||2. (8)

where ζ, ρm, and q0,m are constants with respect to qm.
Having the sum capacity as presented in (8), it is seen

that for ρm > 0 (ρm < 0) a movement of the m-th FlyBS
towards (against) q0,m causes an increase in the sum capacity.
This fact helps to determine the FlyBS’s positions under the
constraints (5a)-(5d) as elaborated in the next subsection.

C. Positioning of the FlyBSs at the access link

The approximation in (8) is exploited to reposition the
FlyBSs at the access link (repositioning of relay will be
addressed separately in the next subsection). First, we relax
the GBS-to-relay constraint (5d) and we propose a positioning
of the FlyBSs according to the constraints (5a)-(5c). The
constraint (5a) limits the position of the m-th FlyBS (qm)
between the planes z = Hmin,m[k] and z = Hmax,m[k]. Then,
the constraint (5b) bounds qm to the points on or inside of a
sphere with a center at qm[k− 1] and with a radius of V maxm δ
where δ is the time distance between two consecutive time
steps. Regarding the constraint (5c), there exist terms in Cn,m
and CM,m (in (2) and (3)) related to the interference from other
FlyBSs that complicates a dealing with (5c) as (5c) defines a
non-convex region with respect to qm. To tackle this issue,
we use the fact that the FlyBSs’ movements are limited at
each time step due to the limited speed. We convert (5c) into
a convex constraint in following way. First, let dn,m,min[k]
and dn,m,max[k] denote the minimum and maximum distances
that can occur between the n-th user and the m-th FlyBS at
the time step k, respectively. dn,m,min[k] and dn,m,max[k] are
calculated using the FlyBSs’ speeds as:

dn,m,min = ||qm[k − 1]− vn[k]|| − V maxm δ,

dn,m,max = ||qm[k − 1]− vn[k]||+ V maxm δ. (9)

Hence, the left-hand side in (5c) is upper bounded by
N∑
n=1

an,mBgn log2(1 +
Qn,md

−αn,m
n,m,min

σ2
n,m +

∑
m′∈{an,m′=0}Qn,m′d

−αn,m′
n,m′,max

)

(10)

Next, the lower and upper bounds for dm1,m2
[k] in (3) are

dm1,m2,min[k] =dm1,m2
[k − 1] − (V maxm1

+ V maxm2
)δ and

dm1,m2,max[k] =dm1,m2
[k − 1] + (V maxm1

+ V maxm2
)δ, respec-

tively. Thus, the right-hand side in (5c) is lower bounded by

∑
k∈Im,M

Bklog2(1 +
Qm,M,kd

−αm,M
M,m

σ2
m,M,k +

∑
m′∈[1,M+1]\{M}

Qm,m′,kd
−αm,m′
m,m′,min

)

(11)

Hence, we replace (5c) with the constraint (10)≤(11). Based
on its derivation, once (10)≤(11) is fulfilled, the constraint
(5c) is fulfilled as well. Note that, a derivation of closed-form
expression for dM,m from (10)≤(11) is difficult. Nevertheless,

the term in (10) is a constant, and the term in (11) is a strictly
decreasing function of dM,m[k]. Hence, we use bisection
method to find an upper bound equivalent to (10)≤(11) as
dM,m[k] ≤ DM,m[k] for m ∈ [1,M − 1]. This inequality
defines the border and interior of a sphere with a center at
qm and a radius of DM,m[k]. We refer to the combination
of (5a), (5b), and (10)≤(11) as the feasibility region, which
results from intersections spheres (corresponding to (5b) and
to (10)≤(11)) and the region between two planes (as in (5a)).

Having investigated the impact of the constraints (5a)-(5c),
we now focus on the approximated objective in (8). According
the approximated objective, for ρm > 0, the m-th FlyBS
should move to the closest possible point to q0,m to maximize
sum capacity. Similarly, for ρm < 0, the m-th FlyBS should
move as far from q0,m as possible to maximize sum capacity.
Therefore, the positioning of the FlyBSs at every time step is
based on a minimization of the m-th FlyBS’s distance from
q0,m if ρm > 0, or a maximization of the distance from q0,m
if ρm < 0 under the constraints (5a), (5b), and (10)≤(11).
Since the feasibility region is continuous if q0,m lays inside
of the region, the closest possible point to q0,m is the point
q0,m itself and the furthest point to q0,m is on the region’s
border. If q0,m lays outside of the region, the closest/furthest
point of this region to/from q0,m is on the border of the region.
This fact enables to find the optimal point by searching on the
border of the feasibility region (if q0,m is already not the
optimal). Since the feasibility region’s border is either sphere,
plane, or the intersection of those (which are circles), we thus
search for the closest point to q0,m in the described candidate
set which consists of spheres and planes and their intersection.

D. Positioning of the relay

Once the FlyBSs’ positions at the access link are updated ac-
cording to the previous subsection III.B, the relay’s postioning
comes into effect. The relay’s movement is done considering
(8) and (5d). Note that any movement of the relay would not
violate (5c), as all possible movements of the relay are already
considered for the derivation of (10)≤(11) in the previous
subsection. According to (8) the relay moves towards q0,M if
ρM > 0, or in the direction away from q0,M if ρM > 0. In
addition to the constraints (5a) and (5b), we also consider (5d)
to guarantee the requirement on the backhaul capacity. The
terms in CM,m and CM+1,M (according to (3) and (4)) include
the interference from other BSs that makes the constraint (5d)
non-convex with respect to the relay’s position. To tackle this
issue, in the following, we derive a convex constraint from
(5d). By taking a similar approach as in the derivation of (10)
and (11), the left-hand side in (5d) is upper bounded by

M−1∑
m=1

∑
k∈Im,M

Bklog2(1+

Qm,M,kd
−αm,M
m,M,min

σ2
m,M,k +

∑
m′∈[1,M+1]\{M}

Qm,m′,kd
−αm,m′
m,m′,max

) (12)
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By a similar approach, the right-hand side of (5d) is lower
bounded by

∑
k∈[1,K]\IM+1

Bklog2(1 +
QM,M+1,kd

−αM,M+1

M,M+1

σ2
M,M+1,k +

∑M−1
m=1 QM,m,kd

−αm,M
M,m,min

)

(13)

Thus, instead of (5d), we consider the constraint (12)≤(13).
The term in (12) is a constant, and the term in (13) is
strictly decreasing with respect to dM,M+1. Hence, there exists
DM,M+1 such that (12)≤(13) is equivalent to dM,M+1 ≤
DM,M+1, which demarcates the points on and inside a sphere
centered at q0 with a radius of DM,M+1. The value of
DM,M+1 is derived using bisection. According to (8) for
ρM > 0 (ρM < 0) the relay moves to the closest (furthest)
point to (from) q0,M fulfilling (5a), (5b), and (12)≤(13). The
optimal position is found similarly as in subsection III.B.

E. Association of users to the BSs

After the positioning of the FlyBSs, we update the associ-
ated set of users to each BS including the GBS and the relay.
It is noted that, the capacity of each user is independent of the
association of other users to BSs, as the signal and interference
for each user (as in (2)) would be uniquely determined from
that user’s association. Hence, the problem of user association
is solved using linear programming (LP). After updating the
association of the users, the next iteration of the FlyBSs’
positioning is applied. This iterative method continues until
there is no further change in the user association, or until
a maximum number of iterations is reached. The proposed
iterative solution is applied at every time step.

IV. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS

In this section, we present models and simulations adopted
for evaluation of our proposed solution, and we demonstrate
the advantages of the proposal over state of the art schemes.

A. Simulation scenario and models

We assume two circular areas, one with a radius of 400 m
and with the GBS at its center, and another area with a radius
of 400 m and with its center 1600 m away from the GBS.
25% of all users are distributed in the first circular area and
75% distributed in the second area. Within each area, half of
the users move based on a random-walk mobility model with
a speed of 1 m/s. The other half of the users are randomly
distributed into six clusters of crowds. The centers of three of
the clusters move at a speed of 1 m/s. Each user in those
clusters moves with a uniformly distributed speed of [0.6,
1.4] m/s with respect to the cluster’s center. Furthermore, the
centers of the other three clusters move at a speed of 1.6 m/s
with the speed of users uniformly distributed over [1.2, 2] m/s
with respect to the center of their corresponding cluster.

A total bandwidth of 100 MHz with C =120 channels of
equal bandwidths are assumed. For the GBS and the relay,
20% of the channels are allocated to directly serve the users
(i.e., |IM | = |IM+1| = 0.2C), and the rest are allocated for
backhaul connection. The backhaul bandwidth is split equally

Figure 2: Sum capacity vs. N
for different schemes.

Figure 3: Average user capacity
vs. N for different schemes.

among the FlyBSs at the access link. A maximum transmission
power of 37 dBm and 30 dBm is considered for the GBS and
the FlyBSs, respectively [17]. The noise power is set to -90
dBm. Pathloss exponents of αn,m =2.8 and αm1,m2

=2.1 are
adopted for BS-to-user and BS-to-BS channels, respectively.
An allowed altitude range of [Hmin,m, Hmax,m] =[100, 300]
m and a maximum speed of 25 m/s are assumed for the
FlyBSs. The results are shown for M ={2,3,4,5} FlyBSs.
Each simulation has a duration of 1200 seconds. The results
are averaged out over 100 simulation drops.

We compare our proposal against the performance of the
following schemes: i) a two-hop version of our proposed
solution to FlyBSs’ positioning and user association. This
model is simply derived from our original proposed model
by treating the relay as a ground base station. In such case
the positioning of the FlyBSs is done according to subsection
III.B., ii) state-of-the-art work in [10] where a maximization of
total network’s utility (referred to as MTNU) is provided in a
two-hop relaying FlyBS network via FlyBSs’ positioning, user
association, and resource allocation. The utility is defined as
the sum of logarithm of user’s capacities. iii) maximization of
minimum user’s capacity (referred to as MmUC), via FlyBS’s
positioning and resource allocation published in [14].

B. Simulation results

In this subsection, we present and discuss simulation results.
Fig. 2 illustrates the sum capacity achieved by different
schemes for different number of users and for M =2,5.
According to Fig. 2, the sum capacity increases with the
number of users in general for all schemes as there are more
(orthogonal) channels used. However, if all available channels
are used, the sum capacity would saturate as in such case, not
all the users will be served by the FlyBSs and, hence, there is
no further increase in the sum capacity of the network. This
can be seen in the lines for M =2 in Fig. 2. According to Fig.
2, the proposed solution enhances the sum capacity by 80%,
15%, 14%, 15%, and 17% compared to the two-hop proposal
for N = 200, 300, 400, 600, and 800, respectively, and by
109%, 41%, 35%, 38%, and 40% compared to MTNU for
N = 200, 300, 400, 600, and 800, respectively, and by 15%,
17%, 19%, 20%, and 23% compared to MmUC for N = 200,
300, 400, 600, and 800, respectively.

Following the comparison in terms of sum capacity, we
show the average user capacity in Fig. 3 for different number
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Figure 4: Sum capacity vs. number of FlyBSs for different
schemes.

of users and different schemes. According to Fig. 3, the
average user capacity increases with N in case that there are
unused channels to be allocated to the added users. The two-
hop proposal and MTNU with M =2 show a strictly increas-
ing average user capacity for N larger than 200. However,
the average user capacity might decrease for larger number
of users in case that there are not enough unused channels to
accommodate the added users. An example for such trend is
presented in Fig.3 for MTNU with M =2 and for the three-
hop proposal with M =5 for N larger than 300 and 400,
respectively. Note that, the three-hop model has one FlyBS
less than the two-hop model at the access link for the same
value of M , and so the three-hop model would run out of
unused channels at lower values of N compared to two-hop
models. Nevertheless, the proposed three-hop solution still
outperforms other schemes (with the same M ). According to
Fig. 3, the proposed three-hop solution increases the average
user capacity compared to the two-hop proposal by 80%,
15%, 14%, 15%, and 17% for 200, 300, 400, 600, and 800
users, respectively. Furthermore, compared to MTNU, the
proposed three-hop scheme increases the average user capacity
by 110%, 41%, 35% 38%, and 40%, respectively. Compared
to MmUC, the proposed solution enhances the average user
capacity by 13%, 17%, 20% 21%, and 23%, respectively.

Next, Fig. 4 demonstrates the impact of the number of
FlyBSs on the sum capacity for different schemes for N =
200 and N = 800. It is observed that, increasing the number
of FlyBSs would increase the achieved sum capacity. This is
mainly because of two reasons: 1) due to a limited number of
channels, more number of users might be served by adding
more FlyBSs, 2) even if all the users are already being
served by the FlyBSs, adding more FlyBS might lead to
a reassociation of some users to a closer FlyBS, resulting
in a higher received power at the user despite an incurred
interference by the other FlyBSs. According to Fig. 4., for
N =200 the proposed solution increases the sum capacity by
80%, 83%, 90%, and 95% compared to two-hop proposal for
M= 2,3,4, and 5, respectively, and by 109%, 139%, 160%, and
178% compared to MTNU for M = 2,3,4, and 5, respectively,
and by 12%, 17%, 13%, and 15% compared to MmUC for
M = 2,3,4, and 5, respectively. Furthermore, for N =800, the

proposed solution enhances the sum capacity by 17%, 23%,
21%, and 16% compared to two-hop proposal for M = 2,
3, 4, and 5, respectively, and by 40%, 61%, 39%, and 28%
compared to MTNU for M = 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively, and
by 24%, 68%, 87%, and 103% compared to MmUC for M =
2,3,4, and 5, respectively.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we focus on multi-hop relaying FlyBS net-
works where there are FlyBSs adopted at both relaying and
access links. We maximize the sum capacity with a consid-
eration of backhaul constraints. To this end, we propose an
analytical approach based on an alternating optimization of the
FlyBSs’ positions and an association of users. The proposed
solution improves the achieved sum capacity by tens of percent
compared to existing solutions. In the future, the problem sum
capacity maximization for multiple relays shall be studied.
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